Your car is broken. Something is wrong with the frame. You have come to
a repairing shop. Ask for help.
You have met your old friend. He works at the repairing shop. Ask him
about his job.
You see the automobile for the first time in your life.
Ask the driver about this wonderful machine.
Your car is stolen! You are at the police department. Describe your car, tell
the policemen about its characteristic features.
Imagine the car of the future. Describe its design. Speak about its bodystyle, speed, power, fuel used.

TEST
Automobile Transport
Lessons 1, 2, 3

1. Translate into Russian:
To drive, to control, to weigh, to carry, to invent, to move.
2. Translate into English:
Двигатель, кузов, автомобиль, маршрут, грузовик, колесо, транспортное средство,
дорога, поворот, мощность.
3. Complete the sentences with given words:
-

Vehicles can …… cargoes from place to place.
Animals can be used as a form of ….
Racing ….. are low and light with powerful ….
Trucks are ….. vehicles. They can be adapted for …. uses.
Four-wheel … vehicles can … easily over loose or muddy ground.

Move, transport, carry, engine, special, cars, powerful, drive.
4. Answer the questions:
1. What types of transport do you know?
2. Do people use animals as a transport?
3. Do racing cars go fast?
4. Can you imagine our life without automobiles?
5. How can lorries be adapted for special uses?
6. When did the first Russian lorries appear?
7. Why are 4wd vehicles popular?
8. Can 4wheel- drive vehicles drive over sand?
9. Where are automobiles manufactured?
10. Where do the passengers put their luggage during a trip?

TEST
Automobile Transport
Lessons 4, 5, 6.

1. Translate into Russian:
Fuel supply, to burn coal, to travel by train, to use steam, to give access, to develop high speed.
2. Translate into English:
Бензин, источник, особенность, метро, поршень, цилиндр, обслуживание, эффективный,
передний.
3. Complete the sentences with given words:
-

Transport is a major …. of noise which is … for human health.
We can replace petrol with … as a motor fuel.
… cars give no …
Most … today are pulled by … or electric locomotives.
Modern trains are … to ride in.
… cities have … railways.
… is a popular vehicle for city or local transit.
The 1st … was built in 1851.

Double-decker, big, bus, source, underground, harmful, electric, diesel, hydrogen, trains,
comfortable, exhaust.
4. Answer the questions:
1. Are buses more efficient than private motor cars?
2. What colour are double-deckers?
3. Where can we see double-deckers?
4. Do people often use buses?
5. Have you ever traveled by train?
6. Can you name the cities that have underground railways?
7. What did steam locomotives burn to push the wheels round?
8. What are the advantages of electric cars?
9. Is automobile transport harmful for the environment?
10. What kind of car was “Columbia”, built in 1898?

